
9781492670049
Sourcebooks

Jabberwocky

Pub Date: 10/16/18

$9.99
24 pages • Board 

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Ages 5-6

1 2 3 the Farm 
and Me

America's Test 
Kitchen Kids, 
Maddie Frost

The experts at 

America’s Test 

Kitchen

demonstrate how 

to revolutionize 

every child’s

relationship with 

food!

9781492670032
Sourcebooks

Jabberwocky

Pub Date: 10/16/18

$9.99
26 pages • Board Book

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Ages 5-6

A Is for Artichoke: A Foodie 

Alphabet from Artichoke to Zest

America's Test Kitchen Kids, Maddie 
Frost

The perfect book for your little 
future foodie —straight from the 
experts at America’s Test Kitchen!

9781492670025
Sourcebooks

Jabberwocky

Pub Date: 10/16/18

$19.99
208 pages • HC

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Grades 9-11

The Complete 
Cookbook for 
Young Chefs

America's Test 
Kitchen Kids

For the first time 

ever, America’s 

Test Kitchen is

bringing their 

cooking expertise 

and testing to the

children’s market—

with THE must-

have cookbook for 

every kid chef!

Allegro:

A Musical Journey 

Through 11 Musical 

Masterpieces

David W Miles, 
Anita Barghigiani

9781641700382
Familius

Pub Date: 10/1/18

$24.99
32 pages • Novelty Book

Juvenile Fiction /

Performing Arts / Music

Ages 6-7

9781492671244
Sourcebooks

Jabberwocky

Pub Date: 10/2/18

$10.99
18 pages • Board Book

Juvenile Fiction / Science

Ages 5-6

8 Little Planets

Chris Ferrie, Lizzy Doyle

An exciting introduction to the solar 

system from Chris Ferrie, #1 science book 

writer for children, and creator of the Baby 

University series

9781423650713
Gibbs Smith

Pub Date: 10/9/18

$12.99
28 pages • Hardcover

Picture Book Juvenile 

Fiction / Classics

Ages 5-6

Anne of Green Gables: A BabyLit 

Storybook

Stephanie Clarkson, Annabel Tempest

BabyLit® Storybooks give classics new life for 

the next generation of early readers.

In Anne of Green Gables, preschoolers get to 

know the beloved redheaded orphan Anne Shirley, 

who is sent to live with Marilla and Matthew 

Cuthbert in Avonlea. Tag along with Anne on her 

adventures with her best friend Diana and 

classmate Gilbert as they explore Prince Edward 

Island. Easy-to-follow, engaging text combined

with original quotes and beautiful artwork create a 

book to be treasured through childhood and 

beyond. Part of the BabyLit® Storybook Series.

presents forthcoming titles for:

OCTOBER 2018
KEY TITLES
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An interactive introduction to some of the world’s

most beautiful music!

Meet Allegro, an ordinary boy who can't stand practicing the piano. 

Those black dots on the page drive him crazy—until the music itself 

whisks him away on a breathtaking journey. Each scene on Allegro's 

journey is accompanied by a famous classical theme that can be 

played with the press of a button. Hear Grieg's "Morning Mood" while 

meandering through a misty meadow, Dvorak's "New World 

Symphony" while exploring uncharted lands, Debussy's "Claire de 

Lune" while pondering a shimmering night sky, and 7 more! Beautiful 

gold foil, lavish illustrations, and high-quality sound make this a 

musical masterpiece to treasure forever. 



9781492651284
Sourcebooks

Jabberwocky

Pub Date: 10/2/18

$16.99
288 pages • Hardcover

Juvenile Fiction 

Ages 9-11

Misfits

Jen Calonita

A brand-new series from Jen Calonita, set

in the world of Fairy Tale Reform School!

Not everyone born royal is meant to rule…

Fairy Tale Reform School Series:

Flunked 9781492620815 Paper $7.99

Charmed 9781492635932 Paper $7.99

Tricked 9781492652373 Paper $7.99

Switched 9781492669128 Paper $7.99

A

9781943147403
The Innovation Press

Pub Date: 10/9/18

$8.99
22 pages • Board Book

Juvenile Nonfiction /

Social Topics / Emotions

Ages 5-6

You Can Be

Elise Gravel

There are many ways to be a kid...

Active and entertaining characters drawn in the 

author Elise Gravel's signature style will elicit 

giggles from kids and adults alike as they 

highlight all the weird and wonderful ways to 

be a kid.

Short and sweet, You Can Be is a gentle 

reminder to embrace diversity in yourself and 

others, to be kind, and above all, to be 

YOURSELF.

9781943147472
The Innovation Press

Pub Date: 10/9/18

$5.99
96 pages • Paperback 

Juvenile Fiction / Animals

Ages 7-8

Unicorns and Germs

Asia Citro, Marion Lindsay

In the sixth book, an earthquake shakes Zoey's 

house. Or maybe it's a unicorn-quake? An 

enormous new friend arrives in a lot of pain, and 

it's getting worse every day.

Zoey must work with her mom and Sassafras 

to find a cure -- and quickly!

Hardcover Edition: 9781943147465 
$16.99

Children’s
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9781619306882
Nomad Press  

PubDate:10/16/18

$14.95
112 pages • Paperback  

JuvenileNonfiction

Ages 9-11

TheRenaissanceArtists:

WithHistoryProjects forKids

DianeC.Taylor

Get a hands-on experience of the tools of the trade of a 
Renaissance artist and draw with charcoal, make egg 
tempera, paint on a ceiling (under a table lined with paper!), 
experiment with linear perspective, make oil paints, try your 
hand at portraiture, and more: 

• Introduces readers to historical characters, concepts, and 
literary works that continue to influence the world in which 
we live. 

• Incorporates hands-on STEAM projects
• Open-ended assignments that ask readers to consider how 

political and social structures affect their lives.
• Encourages the development of important skills, including 

problem solving and model testing

Also available in Hardcover: 9781619306868

9781619306912
Nomad Press  

PubDate:10/16/18

$14.95
112 pages • Paperback  

JuvenileNonfiction

Ages 9-11

TheRenaissanceExplorers:

WithHistory  ProjectsforKids

AliciaZ.Klepeis

• Features activities to experiment with 
engineering designs 

• Includes 10 STEAM activities, such making a compass 
that works and building a beacon like the ones used by 
Bartolomeu Dias and Vasco da Gama on their journeys.

• Biographical details about the youthful, 
developing years of Renaissance explorers -
including their challenges and failures, as well as 
successes 

• Features links to online primary sources for 
further, independent study

Also available in Hardcover: 9781619306899

9781619306943
Nomad Press  

PubDate:10/16/18

$14.95
112 pages • Paperback  

JuvenileNonfiction

Ages 9-11

TheRenaissanceThinkers:

WithHistory  ProjectsforKids
Diane C. Taylor  

Kids learn to think critically and creatively about the 
political and social forces at work in their own lives. 
They will build arches, draw with linear perspective, 
argue the points of a legal case, create their own 
Utopias, and engage in philosophical debates.

• STEAM activities that explore architecture, astronomy, art, 
and the scientific method and engineering design process.

• Readers hear about the triumphs, failures, and funny 
stories of the time, including women and people from 
beyond the continent of Europe.

• Uses an inquiry-based approach to encourage readers to 
think critically about science and philosophy, problem 
solving, and civic involvement.

Also available in Hardcover: 9781619306929

9781619306851
Nomad Press  

PubDate:10/16/18

$14.95
112 pages • Paperback  

JuvenileNonfiction

Ages 9-11

TheRenaissanceInventors:

WithHistory  ProjectsforKids

AliciaZ.Klepeis

Activities such as making a parachute and creating a globe 

from an orange let middle schoolers stretch their inventive 

wings and learn what it’s like to be an inventor. 

• Fun facts, STEAM activities, and links to online resources 
all spark an interest in the Renaissance

• A rich art program of images from the Renaissance serve as 
examples of primary sources while engaging readers with 
the aesthetic of that era.

• Some of the inventions discussed in the book served as 
prototypes for devices we use today, such as the Mercator 
map.

• The year 2019 is the 500th anniversary of Leonardo da 
Vinci’s death.

Also available in Hardcover: 9781619306837



9781492658566
Sourcebooks

Jabberwocky 

Pub Date: 10/2/18

$9.99
40 pages • Hardcover

Picture Book

Ages 7-8

A Precious Moments Christmas: 

Two Classic Holiday Carols

Precious Moments

Celebrate the true meaning of Christmas 

with Precious Moments!

The Precious Moments characters are paired with 

two of the world's most treasured Christmas carols, 

"O Little Town of Bethlehem" and "Away in a 

Manger." The beautiful illustrations and classic lyrics 

come together to create a precious book that 

families can read aloud—or even sing!—together 

each Christmas for a new holiday treat.

NOW WITH WORLD RIGHTS

9781492669708
Sourcebooks

Jabberwocky 

Pub Date: 10/2/18

$10.99
32 pages • Hardcover

Picture Book

Ages 7-8

The Holiday Heroes Save Christmas

Adam Wallace, Shane Clester

Can the Holiday Heroes fill in when Santa’s 

under the weather? Or will Christmas turn 

into a catastrophe?

9781492663904
Sourcebooks

Jabberwocky 

Pub Date: 10/1/18

$9.99
96 pages • Paperback

Ages 8-9

How to Build an Elf Trap

Larissa Juliano

Learn how to build an elf trap in this 

companion to the New York Times bestseller 

How to Catch an Elf ISBN 9781492646310

Children’s Holiday Titles
Miracle on 34th Street  

Valentine Davies Estate, James Newman Gray  

ExperiencethemagicofValentineDavies’

70-year-old beloved holiday classic, Miracle on

34th Street, in picture-book format for the first

time!

9781492669869
Sourcebooks  

Jabberwocky 

PubDate:10/2/18

$17.99
32pages•Hardcover

Kindergarten

9781542048408
Skyscape

Pub Date: 10/9/18

$9.99
Paperback

Young Adult Fiction /

Action & Adventure

Ages 12-14

The Delphi Revolution

Rysa Walker

A psychotic killer hijacked her mind and her 

body. She’s taking them back.

Eighteen-year-old Anna Morgan is on the run 

from the very government project that created 

her abilities. Now they seek to weaponize the 

gift she doesn’t want and can’t control: the 

invasion of her mind and her body by spirits, 

some of whom have their own unusual powers.

Her latest “hitcher” is a former top Delphi 

executive.

Unlike Anna’s previous guests, this one has 

taken over, and he’s on a personal mission of 

revenge.

9781503953161
Skyscape

Pub Date: 10/1/18

$16.99
268 pages • Hardcover

Young Adult Fiction /

Dystopian

Ages 12-14

The Rule of One

Ashley Saunders, Leslie Saunders

In their world, telling the truth has 

become the most dangerous crime of all.

In the near-future United States, a one-child 

policy is ruthlessly enforced. Everyone follows the 

Rule of One. But Ava Goodwin, daughter of the 

head of the Texas Family Planning Division, has a 

secret—one her mother died to keep and her 

father has helped to hide for her entire life.

She has an identical twin sister, Mira.

For eighteen years Ava and Mira have lived as 

one, trading places day after day, maintaining an

interchangeable existence down to the most 

telling detail.

Young Adult
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FICTION

9781492679301
Sourcebooks Landmark 

Pub Date: 10/9/18

$18.99
Paperback

Fiction / Thrillers /

Historical

The Fallen Architect: A Novel

INTERNATIONAL EDITION
Charles Belfoure

In this riveting novel from The New York Times

bestselling author of The Paris Architect, a man in

disgrace finds that digging up the past is the only

road he can

London architect Douglas Layton has lost everything. The 

balcony of one of his beautiful music halls collapsed during 

a packed performance, killing dozens. Layton knows the 

flaw was not in his design; someone else must have 

caused the dreadful catastrophe. But with no proof and a 

hoard of furious Londoners screaming for blood, someone 

has to take the fall—and Layton finds himself facing a five-

year prison sentence.

When he is finally freed, Layton is determined to start 

over. When he unearths a clue that ties the bodies to the 

disaster that ruined him, he knows that redemption is 

within his reach…unless the culprit gets to him first. 

9781492662709
Sourcebooks Landmark

Pub Date: 10/2/18

$15.99
352 pages • Paperback 

Fiction / Historical

Carnegie's Maid: A Novel

Marie Benedict

A mesmerizing story of love, power, and the

woman who inspired an American dynasty

by the author of The Other Einstein. Now in 

paperback!

In the industrial 1860s at the dawn of the 

Carnegie empire, Irish immigrant Clara Kelley 

finds herself in desperate circumstances. Looking 

for a way out, she seeks employment as a lady's 

maid in the home of the prominent businessman 

Andrew Carnegie. Soon, the bond 

With arresting insight and stunning heart, 

Carnegie's Maid tells the story of one lost woman 

who may have spurred Andrew Carnegie's 

transformation from a ruthless industrialist into 

the world's first true philanthropist.

9781503903166
Montlake Romance

Pub Date: 10/1/18

$14.95
Paperback

Fiction / Historical

In the Far Pashmina Mountains
Janet MacLeod Trotter

From shipwreck and heartbreak to treachery and

war: can their love survive?

Abandoned as a baby and raised in a remote lighthouse

off the wild Northumberland coast, Alice Fairchild has

always dreamed of adventure. When a fierce storm

wrecks a ship nearby, she risks everything in an act of

bravery that alters the course of her life.

Aboard the doomed vessel is the handsome John 

Sinclair, a Scottish soldier on his way to India. The 

connection between them is instant, but soon fate 

intervenes and leaves Alice heartbroken and alone. 

Determined to take charge of her destiny but secretly 

hoping her path will cross again with John’s, she too 

makes a new start in colonial India.

9781503904576
Lake Union 

Publishing

Pub Date: 10/30/18

$14.95
Paperback

Fiction / Literary

Paper Wife: A Novel

Laila Ibrahim

From the bestselling author of Yellow Crocus comes 

a heart-wrenching story about finding strength in a 

new world.

Southern China, 1923. Desperate to secure her future, Mei 

Ling’s parents arrange a marriage to a widower in 

California. To enter the country, she must pretend to be 

her husband’s first wife—a paper wife.

On the perilous voyage, Mei Ling takes an orphan girl 

named Siew under her wing. Dreams of a better life in 

America give Mei Ling the strength to endure the 

treacherous journey and detainment on Angel Island. But 

when she finally reaches San Francisco, she’s met with a 

surprise. Her husband, Chinn Kai Li, is a houseboy, not the 

successful merchant he led her to believe.

9781770414389
ECW Press

Pub Date: 10/2/18

$16.00
288 pages • Paperback 

Fiction / Contemporary

No Good Asking: A Novel

Fran Kimmel

In a world that seems increasingly polarized and 

fraughtwith distrust, No Good Asking zeros in on 

the healing thatcan occur when neighbors help 

neighbors.

Ellie and Eric Nyland have moved their two sons back to 

Eric’s childhood farmhouse, hoping for a fresh start. But 

there’s no denying it, their family is falling apart, each one 

of them isolated by private sorrows, stresses, and missed 

signals. With every passing day, Ellie’s hopes are buried 

deeper in the harsh winter snows.

When Eric finds Hannah Finch, the girl across the road, 

wandering alone in the bitter cold, his rusty police instincts 

kick in, and he soon discovers there are bad things 

happening in the girl’s house. But Hannah proves to be 

more balm than burden, and the Nylandsdiscover that the 

only thing harder than taking Hannah in may be letting her 

go.

9781770414006
ECW Press 

Pub Date: 10/2/18

$14.95
224 pages • Paperback 

Fiction / Literary

Moon of the Crusted Snow: A Novel

Waubgeshig Rice

A daring post-apocalyptic novel from a 

powerful rising literary voice

Moon of the Crusted Snow imagines a small 

community on the precipice of winter without power 

or communication where leaders must grapple with 

control, restore order, and save their people from a 

grave fate.

With winter looming, a small northern Anishinaabe

community goes dark. Cut off, people become 

passive and confused. Panic builds as the food 

supply dwindles. While the band council and a 

pocket of community members struggle to maintain 

order, an unexpected visitor arrives, escaping the 

crumbling society to the south. Soon after, others 

follow.

Waubgeshig Rice is originally from Wasauksing First 

Nation. Waubgeshig now splits his time between 

Sudbury and Wasauksing.
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9781492675419
Simple Truths

Pub Date: 10/1/18

$16.99
160 pages • Hardcover

Business & Economics /

Leadership

Leadership Secrets of Santa Claus:

How to Get Big Things Done in YOUR 

"Workshop"...All Year Long (2nd Edition)

Eric Harvey

Who comes to mind when you think of 

great leaders? Benjamin Franklin, John D. 

Rockefeller, Thomas Edison… Santa Claus? 

Learn how to gain great success in your 

own business life with unforgettable tips 

straight from Santa.
9781492675433
Simple Truths

Pub Date: 10/1/18

$16.99
128 pages • Hardcover

Self-Help / Personal

Growth / Success

212 The Extra Degree: 

Extraordinary Results Begin with One 

Small Change (2nd Edition)

Sam Parker, Mac Anderson

One Degree Can Change Everything

At 211º water is hot. At 212º, it boils. And with 
boiling water, comes steam. And steam can 
power a locomotive. Learn how to achieve 
results beyond your wildest expectations.
With the added power of that one small push, 
that one extra degree, you can move yourself 
from where you are to where you want to be. 
By using the principles learned in 212º The 
Extra Degree, you are empowering yourself to 
go that one degree further and experience 
achievement in ways you never thought 
possible.

9781683641490
Sounds True

Pub Date: 10/1/18

$18.95
216 pages • Paperback

Body, Mind & Spirit /

Shamanism

TheBookofCeremony:

ShamanicWisdomfor Invoking

theSacredin EverydayLife

SandraIngerman

Ceremony is a central part of human life and spiritual

practice, yet in today’s world, many of our ceremonies

have become rote or superficial. That’s why shamanic

teacher Sandra Ingerman has created The Book of

Ceremony—to help us recover the sense of deeper

meaning and sacred connection that makes ceremony a

powerfultoolfor transformationandhealing.Ingerman

writes, “Performing ceremonies creates a bridge between

thematerialworldweliveinandtheworldofthe unseen,

thedivine,thepowerof theuniverse.”

9781683641513
Sounds True

Pub Date: 10/1/18

$17.95
248 pages • Paperback

Psychology /

Psychotherapy

Bringing Your Shadow Out of the 

Dark: Breaking Free from the Hidden 

Forces That Drive You

Robert Augustus Masters, Lissa Rankin

Our shadow is the part of ourselves that holds the

feelings, beliefs, and behavioral patterns that we 

are most ashamed of or that we cannot accept 

about ourselves.

And the degree to which we're unconscious of our 

shadow is the degree to which it influences and 

controls us.

9781683641346
Sounds True

Pub Date: 10/30/18

$24.95
270 pages • Hardcover

Body, Mind & Spirit /

Magick Studies

HighMagick:

A Guidetothe SpiritualPractices

ThatSavedMyLifeonDeathRow

DamienEchols,EddieVedder

At age 18, Damien Echols was sentenced to death for a

crime he didn’t commit. “I spent my years in prison

training to be a true magician,” he writes. “I used

magick—the practice of reshaping reality through our

intentionandwill—tostaveoff incrediblepain,despair,and

isolation. But the most amazing feat of all that practice

and study was to manifest my freedom.” With High

Magick, this bestselling author shares his first teaching

bookonthepowerfulspiritualtechniquesthathelpedhim

surviveandtranscendhisordealondeathrow.
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9781683641773
Sounds True

Pub Date: 10/2/18

$23.95
184 pages • Hardcover

Self-Help / Personal

Growth / Success

Freedom Is an Inside Job: Owning Our

Darkness and Our Light to Heal Ourselves 

and the World

Zainab Salbi

By all appearances, Zainab Salbi has had an 

impressive life. Growing up as the daughter of 

Saddam Hussein’s personal pilot, she eventually 

became a celebrated humanitarian and activist. 

Yet, as she was helping thousands of women in 

war-torn countries, Salbi’s personal life was 

coming to a crisis. In Freedom Is an Inside Job, 

Salbi explores her own riveting journey to

wholeness—and how embarking on such a 

journey enables each of us to create the world 

we want to live in.

9781770414860
ECW Press

PubDate:10/15/18

$26.95
208pages• Hardcover

Music / Individual

Composer& Musician

Coldplay:Lifein Technicolour

DebsWild,MalcolmCroft

Coldplay'suniquesoundhascapturedtheheartsof the

worldtimeandtimeagain.Frommelancholic,thoughtful

melodies to energetic thumping bass lines, Coldplay's

musicalrangeisa largepartof theirpopularity,allowing

themtoappealtoallmannerof fans, fromyoungtoold.

Written by Debs Wild and Malcolm Croft, who have

knownandworkedwiththebandintimatelybefore their 

very first gig, this book provides unparalleled access into

the innerworkingsof themusicians’world.With 

hundreds of behind-the-scenes photographs that 

have never been published before, this is the 

perfect companion for any fan of the band’s 

fantastic music. Includes 250+ full-color photos 

and artwork.

9781540031464
Applause Theatre &

Cinema Books

PubDate:10/16/18

$29.99
512 pages • Paperback

PerformingArts/ Theater

DefyingGravity:TheCreativeCareerofStephen

Schwartz, from Godspell to Wicked Revised and

UpdatedSecondEd.

CaroldeGiere

FromhiswritingofGodspell's scoreat age 23 through 

the making of the megahit musicalWickedandbeyond,

DefyingGravity takes readersintotheworldof the

legendaryBroadwayandfilm composer-lyricist. This 

updated and revised second edition delves into Stephen 

Schwartz's creative process for the new stage musicals 

The Hunchback of Notre Dame , The Prince of Egypt , and 

other shows. It provides additional insights on Schwartz's 

early work with Leonard Bernstein and his more recent 

international work on Wicked.
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NONFICTION (con’t)

9781617136672
Backbeat Books

Pub Date: 10/9/18

$19.99
400 pages • Paperback

Music / Genres & 

Styles / Rock

Fleetwood Mac FAQ: 

All That's Left to Know About

the Iconic Rock Survivors

Ryan Reed

Professional yet playful, the book's most unique 
feature is its structure: a hybrid of historical 
breakdowns, Q&As, music criticism, and "best of" 
lists chronicling the band's influence and legacy. 
Included are interviews with former Fleetwood Mac 
members, producers, studio crew members, rock 
critics who've covered the group, and others 
who've been privileged to join the band's inner 
circle. Sure, the book touches on the band's 
notorious drug use, romantic affairs, and brutal in-
fighting-more importantly, it also sheds fascinating 
new light on the band's innovative, ever-evolving 
music.

9781617136542
Backbeat Books

Pub Date: 10/23/18

$29.99
304 pages • Hardcover

Biography &

Autobiography 

StreetSurvivor:KeepingtheBeatin Lynyrd

Skynyrd

ArtimusPyle,DeanGoodman

Artimus Pyle, a Marine, a Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 

inductee, and the "Wild Man" of southern rock, is oneof

the lastsurvivingmembersofLynyrdSkynyrd.He played

drumswiththebandduringitsseventiesheyday.He is

the firstbandmatetowriteaboutthe tortuousrise and 

tragic fall of the Jacksonville hell raisers, offeringdetailed

insightsintotheband'scomplexpersonalitiesand

anthemic music. Packed with anecdotes of booze-fueled

violence and destruction, he also lays out the exquisite

musicianship and sheer hard work that transformed

LynyrdSkynyrd intooneofAmerica'sgreatestrock'n'roll

bands.
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